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Different heterojunction
interfaces have been analysed by means of a self-consistent
tightbinding approach.
The deposition
of different intralayers
is found to introduce changes in the
band offsets of the heterojunction
depending
on the intralayer electronegativity.
Specific results
for GaP-H-Si,
GaP-Cs-Si,
GaP-Al-Si
and ZnSe-Al-Ge
are presented.
In this last case, we
have analysed the effect of having more than one monolayer at the interface: we find that the
band-offset
modifications
are totally induced by a single monolayer.

1. Introduction
Recent experimental [l-3] and theoretical [4-61 work seems to confirm that
the formation of semiconductor
interfaces can be appropriately
described by
means of the induced density of interface states (IDIS) model [7,8]. The crucial
concept introduced in this approach is the semiconductor
charge neutrality
level, the average of the mid-gaps appearing
along the three-dimensional
Brillouin
the

zone. The charge neutrality

electric

charge

is transferred

semiconductor-semiconductor

level for each semiconductor
across

junction

an

interface:

electronic

the semiconductor
having the higher charge
This transfer of charge induces an important

charge

defines how

in particular,

in a

is transferred

from

neutrality level to the other one.
dipole that tends to equalize the

charge neutrality levels of both semiconductors.
In a zeroth-order
tion the band offset between two semiconductors
is determined,
IDIS model, by aligning their charge neutrality levels.
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semiconductors

model imposes
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the barrier

to the previous

and the semiconductor-semiconductor
We should
approximation.
calculations
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to be deposited

of trying to change
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of the metal deposited

that

energy

the
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interfaces

semiconductorrmetal-semiconductor

band

offset

juncbetween

two

the semiconductorsemi-

discussion,

energy has to be aligned with the two semiconductors
spective

and

suggest

Fermi

heights of different

case, a metal is assumed

with the purpose

band offset.

arguments

the metal

energy

level.

a hypothetical

in this particular

similar

by aligning

that the IDIS

of changing

conductor

interface

can be obtained
charge neutrality

We should
possibility

interface,
with the metal Fermi
neutrality levels aligned to each other.

charge

the metal Fermi
neutrality

remains

levels,

unchanged

irre-

at the interface.

comment
that this result can only be taken as zeroth-order
The purpose of this work is to show that using more accurate

one can find small changes

the band offset of two semiconductors,

(say a few tenths of an electronvolt)
by depositing

an adequate

intralayer

in
at

the interface.
This means that the IDIS model should be taken as a zeroth-order
approach which explains in a simple way the physics operating
at different
interfaces;
accurate results can be only obtained, however, by means of more
complex calculations.
Let us mention that the changes found in this paper
with respect

to the results of the IDIS

are small when compared
respect
optical

notice

that

the charge

gaps, typically

2. Theoretical

model,

a few tenths

with most of the semiconductor
neutrality

of an electronvolt

optical

level is an average

gaps: in this
over

different

several electronvolts.

approach

In this work different interfaces have been analyzed using a self-consistent
tight-binding
approach. In fig. 2 we present the geometry of the GaP-HPSi
interface, with a monolayer of H between the two semiconductors.
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Fig. 2. Geometry

of the Gap-H-Si(ll0)

interface.

In our approach [lo], we describe the electronic properties of any junction
by means of a linear combination (LCAO) of the atomic orbitals, $,,, of each
atom. We assume $,, and its eigenvalue. E,,,, in the corresponding atom to be
known. Starting with this basis, one can use a LCAO approach and show [lo]
that the effective tight-binding Hamiltonian associated with the crystal built
up from the single atoms is defined by the following parameters:
(H,,,)u,=E,+fC(S,p)2(E,-Eg)--SaBTaiO)
P

(la)

(K&S

(lb)

= Tzp,

where LY= (i, n), Sea = ($,I

Tap= -+y

#p) and

~~pv4C) dS,
/( IclaW,*
nQ98

(2)

where amp is a surface splitting the whole volume, s2, into two subspaces 0,
and 52,,, such that the following condition is satisfied:
/ 9,

+,,+F,,

dr =

k,,+,,$f,,, dr

= fS,i,“G:,“,

dr=

fs,“.,,H,.

(3)
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In eq. (2) y is a factor associated with the long-range behaviour of the atomic
potentials,
that can be chosen in most cases around 1.4 [lo].
Eqs. (1) and (2) yield the parameters of the tight-binding
Hamiltonian
as a
function of the atomic constituents.
In our approach, instead of calculating
all
the different parameters
from those equations,
we use them to obtain the
interactions
between the atoms at the interface [ 111. As regards each semiconductor, we use in the bulk the Vogl et al. parameters [12] which are known to
give rather accurate electronic band structures.
The interface electronic structure is calculated,
using previous parameters,
and introducing
a Hartree self-consistency
between the transfer of charge at
the interface and the induced electrostatic
potential on each atom [13]. Notice
that this consistency introduces in the calculation
charge neutrality conditions
related to the charge neutrality
level of the IDIS approach:
this explains why
this tight-binding
calculation
goes beyond the IDIS model.

3. Results

and discussion

The self-consistent
tight-binding
method has been applied to the analysis of
two different cases: (i) the first one corresponds
to a Gap-Si
heterojunction,
where we have assumed that different intralayers
of Cs, Al and H have been
deposited;
(ii) in the second case we have considered
a ZnSe-Ge
interface.
with an Al intralayer of variable thickness.
Intralayers
in a GaP-Si(ll0)
heterojunction
have been analysed experimentally by Perfetti [14], who found that different
intralayers
might induce
different changes in the valence band offset.
Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the interface
we have considered
for a
GaP-H-Si
heterojunction.
Hydrogen has been assumed to be bonded to the
different atoms of the interface, with a distance to each one given by the sum
of the covalent radii of the atoms forming the bond. Figs. 3a and 3b show the
interface density of states for GaP-Si and GaP-H-Si
respectively;
notice the
important effect induced by the intralayer of hydrogen on the interface density
of states. The density of states of the hydrogen layer is practically zero around
the semiconductor
energy gap; at the same time, due to the H layer, localized
interface states appear in both semiconductors.
These results can be understood by pointing
that H has been bonded
to Ga, P and Si. In a very
simplified
picture, the Is level of H can be assumed to be bonded to the
dangling
bonds of GaP and Si. In this picture the wave function
of the
interface states appears as the antisymmetric
combination
of the dangling
bonds of both crystals, with a zero amplitude at the H layer. This is, indeed,
what fig. 3b shows, since we find an identical density of states in the first
layers of GaP and Si for the interface bands. Notice that these results are not
in contradiction
with the well-known result that a H layer on a semiconductor
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surface removes the surface states: in this case, the Is level of H is bonded to
the semiconductor
dangling bond, forming bonding and antibonding
states far
away from the se~conductor
gap. On the other hand, we have found that for
this case the valence band offset changes
from 0.64 eV for the ideal
GaP-Si(ll0)
case to 0.45 eV for Gap-H-Si
of fig. 2. Small changes about
0.45 eV, of around kO.03 eV, can be induced in the band offset by introducing appropriate
changes in the interface parameters:
these small changes show
that the band-offset
modification
found in our calculation
is significative.
In order to analyse the dependence
of the GaP-Si valence band offset on
the intralayer electronegativity,
we have also considered
the GaP-Al-Si
and
the Gap-Cs-Si
interfaces. For Gap-Al-Si,
we have assumed that the Al layer

a

Si

Si

GsP

GaP

Fig. 3. Local density of states (arbitrary units) at different layers: (a) a GaP-Si
Gap-H-Si
interface. E = Clis the top of the GaP valence band.

and (b) a

b

Si

Si

is bonded to the P atoms and, then, we have completed the layer until an ideal
AljllO) face is obtained (this is similar to the geometry assumed in ref. [1.5] for
a monolayer of Al between ZnSe and Ge). For Gap-Cs-Si,
the Cs atoms have
been assumed to be bonded either to P or Ga; in both cases we have
calculated the heterojunetion band offset.
Table 1 shows our results for the change in the band offset of Gap-Si as a
function of the intralayer ~I~ctr~negati~ty. The error bars introduced in the
band-offset changes are related either to the different geometries assumed in
the calculation (in the case of Cs> or to the different parameters of the
interface interaction (in the case of Al and H). We should comment that in a
more complete approach the position of the intralayer atoms ought to he
calculated by a full ~~rni~at~on
of the total interface energy. The final
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Table 1
Changes in the band offset (in eV) of the Gap-Si(ll0)
deposited intralayer

band offsets

heterojunction

CS

Al

H

0.4+0.15

0.15 f0.06

- 0.19 f 0.03

as a function
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of the

atomic states might differ from the ones assumed in this paper, introducing
some changes in the band offset calculated here. The analysis presented for
Cs, as the ad atom is located at different sites of the interface, suggests that
those changes can modify the band offset by k 0.15 eV; this uncertainty leaves
the main conclusion of this paper unchanged.
The important conclusion coming out of the results of table 1 is that the
heterojunction band offset can be controlled with the electronegativity of the
atomic species deposited at the interface. We shou!d also comment that these
conclusions are in qualitative agreement with Perfetti’s results [14]: in particular, let us mention that Perfetti found changes of 0.1, 0.15 and - 0.4 eV for the
Cs, Al and H intralayers, respectively. In particular, the change between the
extreme cases of Cs and H intralayers shows the same tendency in the
experimental and theoretical results.
A different point related to the previous experimental evidence [14] is the
following: How much do the band-offset changes depend on the number of
monolayers of a given atomic species deposited at the interface? We have
investigated this problem with our self-consistent tight-binding approach, by
considering the ZnSe-Al-Ge
interface. In ref. [15] we found that a monolayer
of Al introduces an important change in the valence band offset, 0.35 eV [16].
We have now calculated the same interface by increasing the number of Al
monolayers, and found that up to an accuracy of +0.05 eV the band offset is
independent of the increasing thickness of the intralayer (details will be
published elsewhere). The conclusion is that a monolayer is enough to create
the band-offset changes between two semiconductors.
Finally we should comment that the results of this paper show that the
transitivity rule for semiconductors can be altered by the introduction of
appropriate intralayers between the semiconductors. This result is connected
with the modification of the semiconductor charge neutrality level due to the
geometry and ionicity of the metal deposited on the semiconductor surface.
In conclusion, our theoretical analysis confirms previous experimental data
[14] and show that an appropriate use of adequate intralayers opens the
possibility of controlling the barrier heights of semiconductor interfaces.
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